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Abstract

We propose in this paper a new approach to achieve highly adaptable Web services through context-adaptable

Web service policies. A Web service policy is a set of rules that defines the capabilities and requirements of a Web

service as well as governs the runtime behavior, quality and result of the Web service. Our Web service policies

are superbly adaptable in the sense that we specify context for both policies and rules to make the policies context-

adaptable at both policy and rule levels. The main contributions of our approach include: i) an innovative WSPL

(Web Service Policy Language) extension to allow context specification at both policy and rule levels; and ii) a tool

that supports the development of aspect oriented policies, including an option to translate WSPL policies into aspect

oriented policies. These policies can then be statically woven into composite Web services (e.g. a BPEL process). The

synergy between context, policies and aspects allows to increase the level of adaptability of Web services at different

levels of applications.
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1. Introduction

Web services are the key technology behind the booming e-applications such as e-Business, e-Government and e-

Science [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, highly adaptable Web services, though most desirable, are rarely available, despite the

worldwide research effort and achievements. During last few years, managing Web services through the specification

of policies has become one of the active research areas [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A Web service policy is

a set of rules that defines the capabilities and requirements of the Web service as well as governs the runtime behavior,

quality and result of the Web service. Two major languages were designed to specify theses policies, namely WS-

Policy [17, 18] and the Web Services Policy Language (WSPL) [19, 7]. The first language is a W3C standard, while

the second is based on the the OASIS XACML standard [20]. Our target language is any XACML-based language

and particulary we selected WSPL for its simplicity and low learning curve. This language was used in [7, 21, 22] for

specifying several kinds of policies such as business, security, and privacy policies. However, the presented approach

can be easily applied to any XACML-based language.
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In this paper, we go a step further by presenting a new approach to achieve highly adaptable Web services through

adaptable Web service policies that are not only policy context adaptable but also rule context adaptable. We take an

innovation to specify context at both policy and rule levels. In particular, we extend WSPL to specify context for both

policies and rules2, which results in context-adaptable WSPL policies. For instance, a flightBooking Web service

policy contains a discount rule that offers the Gold members a 50% special discount rate for special occasions and

a 20% regular discount rate in other times. This dynamic business rule can be defined elegantly in WSPL extension

augmented with the rule context.

We also develop a policy tool that provides a framework for the specification and implementation of aspect oriented

policies, including an option to translate WSPL policies into aspect oriented policies since WSPL policies can not be

directly applied to a composite Web service (e.g. a BPEL process). In this way, we can achieve highly adaptable

composite Web services. It’s also worth noting that our highly context-adaptable Web service rules can be easily

updated without any impact on the business logic of the BPEL process, which is a critical and useful feature in this

fast changing world and adds a level of flexibility in developing composite Web services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background information about context, WSPL

and AOP as well as introduces our scenario - a Flight Booking system. Section 3 describes our new approach

focusing on how context can be specified for WSPL rules and applied to composite Web services through AOP

weaving. This section also presents the design and implementation of our aspect oriented policy tool. Finally, Section

4 briefly discusses some related work and concludes the paper with some future research directions.

2. Background

This section gives some background information about the concept of context, WSPL and AOP as well as intro-

duces our scenario - a Flight System for the flight agency staff to book flights.

2.1. Context

Dey and Abowd have defined context—which is widely used in the literature today—as “any information that can
be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to
the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves” [23].

In this paper, we focus on Web service rule context which refers to any information that affects a rule’s guidance to

the interaction between a Web service and its requester. For example, the “special” and “regular” occasions mentioned

in the introduction are the context of the discount rule because the occasions affect the discount rate that a Gold

member receives.

2.2. Web service policy language

WSPL is an XML language based on the the OASIS XACML standard [20], which is also known as XACML

profile for Web services. WSPL is known to be simple and to have a low learning curve for Web service policies

specification. WSPL has three top-level elements: PolicySet, Policy, and Rule. PolicySet is the container for

policies and each policy is a sequence of one or more rules. Rules are listed in order of preference, with the most

preferred choice listed first [7]. Using the Apply element, each WSPL rule defines a constraint that the service needs

to abide. Predefined constraint operators include: equals, greater than, greater than or equal to, less than, less than
or equal to, set-equals, and subset. However, current WSPL does not capture context at rule level, which seriously

limits the adaptability of WSPL policies.

2.3. Aspect-oriented programming

The main objective of AOP is to have a clean separation between cross-cutting concerns which are the program

parts that are not related to the program’s primary function but tangled with (e.g. depended on) other program func-

tions. In other words, AOP aims to isolate supporting functions from the main program’s business logic. This is

2Current WSPL versions do not capture context at rule level.
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Flight System

Figure 1: Flight system components

achieved through the definition of aspects. Each aspect is a separate module in which pointcuts are defined. A point-

cut identifies one or more join points. A join point identifies one or more flow points (e.g. method calls) in a program

(in our case a program is a BPEL process). At these join points, advices will be executed. An advice contains some

code that can alter the process behavior before, after or around a certain flow point, hence the advice can be called

before advice, after advice or around advice respectively. The integration of aspects within an application code is

called weaving and is performed through one of the weaving technologies (e.g., AspectJ [24]).

2.4. A scenario: flight booking system

To better illustrate our approach, we will use a Flight Booking system as a running example. The Flight

Booking system is composed of four distinctive Web services, a BPEL process and a graphical user interface that

allows users to invoke the four Web services as depicted in Figure 1.

The Financial Data service allows a staff member to request the revenues and expenses of the flight agency

for a given month. The Flight Inquiry service returns a list of the available flights including their names, time

tables (departure and arrival time and date), available seats and ticket prices. The Employee Information service

allows the user to view staff information including the employee’s full name, phone number, email address, post and

his office number. Finally, the Make Reservation service enables the user to reserve a seat on a certain flight.

Each staff member has an ID and a password stored in the database, in addition to other personal information.

Each time a user wishes to access any of the four flight system services, both the Authentication and Access

Control services may be invoked depending on the context in which the Web service is running.

3. Our approach

This section describes our new approach in details, focusing mainly on specifying context for rules in WSPL

extension and applying context-adaptable WSPL policies to composite Web services through AOP weaving.

3.1. An overview

As shown in Figure 2, our approach involves four entities and three operation methods. The four entities are

Rule Context, WSPL Policy, AOP Aspect and BPEL Process. The three operation methods are Context Specification
Method, Policy Translation Method and Policy Integration Method. Context Specification Method includes operations

for specifying Web service policy context such as the WSPL Extension that is used to specify rule context for WSPL

policies in our case. Policy Translation Method describes operations for translating an exiting policy to a required

format such as the Translation Tool that is used to translate a WSPL policy to an AOP aspect in our scenario. Policy
Integration Method represents operations for applying context-based policies to Web services such as AOP Weaving

that weaves an AOP aspect to a BPEL process in our example.
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Figure 2: Approach Architecture

Figure 3: Specify Contexts for Business, Behavior and Security Rules

3.2. Specify context for WSPL rules

In our scenario, we define the following three Web service policies: i) the Business policy identifying the rules that

govern the operation of a Web service (e.g. the discount rate for certain occasion), ii) the Behavior policy that defines

the quality attributes of a Web service (e.g. the response time for service request), and iii) the Security policy that

describes the rules of security measurement and algorithms (e.g., the authentication algorithm for certain interaction).

The detailed policies, rules and their respective context are as specified in the pseudo notations in Figure 3.

The Business policy (left) specifies a discount rule that offers the Gold members a 50% special discount rate in

special occasion but a 20% regular rate in other times. In other words, the Gold members get either a special or a

regular discount rate depending on the occasions when they use the Flight Booking service.

The Behavior policy (middle) describes a behavioral policy that also depends on contexts: Peak and Off Peak time.

In an Off Peak time, the reliability of the Web service is more than 90% when the service request is 50 invocations per

second. On the other hand, in a Peak time, the reliability of the Web service is less than 60% when the service request

is 100 invocations per second.

The Security policy (right) provides a security policy that again depends on contexts: Authentication Required

and Not Required. If authentication is required, the user needs to provide a correct password in no more than 3 trials

in order to access the flight service. If authentication is not required, the user can invoke a service without being asked

for a password.

3.3. Apply context-adaptable WSPL policies to composite Web services

A policy would be meaningless if it could not be applied to its targeting Web service. Unfortunately there isn’t

a straight way to apply WSPL policies directly to a composite Web service. Our approach gets round this problem

from two directions: 1. specifying the policies in the way that can be directly applied to composite Web services.

For example, AOP aspects can be directly weaved into a BPEL process through AOP technologies; and 2. translating

WSPL policies into AOP aspects.
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Figure 4: Flight system BPEL process

3.3.1. Specify AOP aspects
We leverage the ideas proposed by Charfi et. al in [8] about separating concerns (e.g. business, behavior, and

security concerns in our case) and transform each context-based WSPL policy into a corresponding aspect. The

separation of concerns allows better accommodation of changes in Web service policies. In fact, any change in a

policy can be smoothly realized through the update of the related context element in the aspect file without any effect

to the business logic of the Web service. There is no need to update the business logic of a Web service. This capability

adds a level of flexibility in developing composite Web services.

Figure 4 outlines the Flight System BPEL process. This process can invoke any (atomic) Web service of the Flight

System. All the business, behavior and security policies are related to that invoked Web service.

Figure 5 outlines the weaving of business, behavioral and security aspects into the the BPEL process of the Flight

System. This process can invoke any of the four Flight System Web services. All three aspects are related to the

invoked Web service. The idea is to translate all three policies into aspects first and then to perform a merging of the

three aspects. Due to the limitation of the page numbers, the weaving codes of the three aspects are not presented.

3.3.2. Aspect oriented policy specification tool
In our research, we have successfully implemented an aspect oriented policy specification tool, which provides

a framework for developing aspect oriented policies for Web services, including a menu option to load and compile

a context-based WSPL policy as depicted in Figure 6. The tool verifies the syntactic correctness of a WSPL policy

before translating it into an aspect as shown in Figure 7. The generated aspect can be automatically weaved into a

BPEL file of a composite Web service by simply clicking the Weave Aspect menu option (see Figure 7).

Besides the weaving capability, there are other functionalities provided by this tool, such as detection of possible

errors in policies or aspect codes. Under development is another capability of merging two context-based WSPL

policies of atomic Web services into a common policy which is then translated into an aspect and weaved automatically

into the BPEL code.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We propose in this paper a new approach to achieve highly adaptable Web services through superbly adaptable

Web service policies which are context-adaptable at both policy and rule levels. In particular, we extend WSPL to

allow context specification of policy rules. Furthermore, we establish a synergy between context and aspect in order
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Figure 5: Weaving the three context-based aspects with the flight system BPEL process

Figure 6: Context-based WSPL Security Policy

to apply context-adaptable WSPL policies to composite Web services. The proposed approach is embedded in an

Aspect Oriented Policy Specification Tool, which allows to compile context-aware policies and weave them statically

and automatically into the BPEL code.

The work presented in this paper is related to developing adaptable Web services through context-based Web

service policies. Regarding Web service policies, most research focuses on security policies, such as Assertion Markup
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Figure 7: Authentication Aspect

language (SAML) [25], WS-Security [26], The Web Service eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (WS-

XACML) [20], X-RBAC [27] etc. The main issue with these policies is their inflexibility, i.e., they do not take into

account any change in the environment parameters. The deployed Web services have to be stopped and updated to

take in any change, which is a cumbersome, tedious, error-prone and inefficient approach. There are some research

initiatives in introducing the context concept in different levels and stages of Web services engineering [28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 10, 33, 11, 34]. However, the majority of these initiatives focused particularly on the definition and modeling of

context information. Only a few, such as the OASIS initiative for specifying WSContext [35], did investigate the issue

of devising possible languages for expressing context information. Yet the main objective of WSContext is to relate

and manage interactions between Web services rather than specifying rules that govern the business logic of a Web

service itself. In our approach, we focus on the specification and implementation of adaptable Web service policies

based on the context at both policy and rule levels. Upon applying the superbly adaptable policies to Web services we

achieve highly adaptable Web services which are most desirable but rarely available.

Several future research directions arise. For instance, the context can be used as a factor in enforcing the security

of Web services and enhancing its performance. Another interesting issue is the use of context in matching user

preferences and Web service capabilities. A context-based discovery protocol would allow a better matching and a

fine-grained ranking of Web services.
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